
General Handling: Refrigerate until ready to eat.  Discard if not eaten within 2 days.   

Microwave instructions: Thaw fully.  Heating times are approximate; adjust your cooking time 

accordingly.  Microwave on high one serving at a time.  Internal food temperature should reach 165 degrees.  

Please be careful; food will be HOT 

Microwave for 1 minute 30 seconds.  Let rest 1 minute for the following items: 

Chicken Nuggets with Potato Wedges                         Corn Dog  

Taco Nada                                                                      Pizza, Round Pepperoni or Cheese 

Chicken Patty on Bun                                                   Chicken Tenders 

Hamburger on a Bun                                                    Bean Burrito–Open one end of wrapper   

Alternative entrees may be heated following the same instructions above.  
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